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Abstract  
We summarize here our vision on detector for future linear collider. Absence of 
magnetic yoke allows construction of easy adjustable universal detector. Tanks 
to usage of multiplet in final focus optics, this detector is also able to register 
secondary particles under extremely small angles, what is required for running 
collisions with polarized beams.  
 
1. Introduction  
 
Program for detector development for future linear collider was under discussion 
during preparation of the Document [1]. It is likely, that such detector can weight 
within thousands of tons. Mostly of this weight associated with magnetic yoke 
serving as a flux return for superconducting solenoid. This solenoid generates a 
longitudinal field, which helps in identification of particle’s momenta by measuring 
the curvature of theirs trajectory1.  
Due to the high cost and uncertainties in program for high-energy physics beyond 
0.5 TeV, physical community can afford the only one detector. From the other 
hand detector for linear collider must be universal, allowing registration of e+e-,     
e-e+, ±eggg , collisions in separate runs. This dictates a necessity for broad flexibility 
in design of future detector. 
It must take advantages associated with both polarized colliding beams [2].   
It was shown recently [3], that yoke is not an unavoidable attribute of future 
detector. Advantages of this are evident. Internal parts of detector can be made 
easy accessible in a new design. The same is valid for electronics and cables at 
the ends. Detector becomes a lightweight unit as a whole. This makes detector 
more flexible unit for easy upgrade and maintenance.  
Modular concept in detector design becomes possible now.    
Easy access to the IP might be vital for future photon-photon collider 
arrangements, as it helps in arrangements of the photon beam optics and it’s 
maintenance.    
It is true, that iron is in use as a part of muon identification system. This was done 
sequentially for utilization of the massive iron of the yoke somehow. Some newest 
approaches allowing doing the same with toroidal fields of even with Cherenkov 
ring detectors.  
 
Below the modular detector scheme considered. This scheme meets all 
requirements.   
 
                                                                 
1 Configuration with transverse magnetic field was tested in circular machine VEPP-4, Novosibirsk. 
Here detector field was a part of bending [9]. However latest design there deals with solenoid 
also. 
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2. FF optics  
 
Typical emittances under discussion for future linear collider are within 
radcmx ××»
-4103)( eg – radial and radcmy ××»
-6103)(ge –vertical.  Energy spread 
about 310 -@es  and the bunch length mmz 5@s . The length of the bunch 
after one stage compression is of the order 500 mm  and the number of the 
particles is about 1010»N  [1].  
For realization the high luminosity the envelope function b *  in the interaction point 
must be of the bunch length value, what is about ml mbs 500
*@» . The envelope 
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where we neglected the focusing, arising from the incoming bunch. With such an 
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The last is simply the angular divergence at IP multiplied by the distance s.  
For emittance we can take the value radcmx ××»
-4103)( eg , what gives for energy 
TeVE 1@ ( 6102 ×@g ) the transverse dimension mcm ms 111011 4max @´@
-
^  
for s= 20 cm. So even 20 sigma margins give the beam size of the order of 500 
mm =0.5mm only (and so on). This gives an idea of possible aperture of the 
closest to IP quadrupole. This first quadrupole prevents the envelope function from 
growing (in direction of fastest grow, as in reality the envelop functions at IP is 
different for different coordinates) and directs the beam to the next lens with 
slightly larger aperture.   
So, the focusing of particles towards IP arranged with a multiplet including five-six 
quadrupoles, rather than doublet in mostly designs. We called these arrangements 





Figure 2.1: Envelope function behavior for the multiplet of lenses around IP. IP supposed 
to be at s=0, left point at abscise axis. Beta-functions for x and y directions at 
IP in this example is chosen equal the same with values 0.05cm. Beam 
energy is 1 TeV.  
 
This allows having quads diameter linearly decreasing towards the IP 2.  As the 
field at the pole or at the wall is fixed by critical current in SC winding or by pole tip 
saturating field, the gradient increases linearly with decreasing the aperture.  
In it’s turn this allows having the outer sized of focusing elements linearly 
decreasing in diameter towards the IP.  
As the yoke is eliminated, there is possible now to consider 50-100 kG field.  
Meanwhile the solid angle available now can be restricted around 
995.0max @JCos , allowing measurements of Js dCosd /  in wider margins. So 
some processes this is important. It is extremely important for measurements with 
polarized particles.  
   
Crossing angle is not required for TESLA type beam structure, as it is possible to 
deflect the bunch out of trajectory of incoming bunch.  
For screening of beam from magnetic field of main detector solenoid, the anti-
solenoid wrapping the lenses can be used here. This will eliminate SR if some 
crossing angle is used.  
Stabilization of doublets is easy now as they might have solid connections.  
Real job done with focusing of SLAC beam into ~70nm cross-section [5] indicate, 
that the dealing with such a small beam size will not be a serious problem.  
 
 
3. General description of Modular Detector  
 
Basically the detector now is a frame holding a container with SC solenoid, Fig. 
3.1, Fig. 3.2. The possibility for lightweight alloy utilization is open. Aluminum and 
                                                                 
2 Real test FF optics described in [3].  
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titanium alloys are good for this framing. Basically the solenoid is not experiencing 
strong forces, as the surroundings are non-magnetic.  
Advantages of such detector’s configuration are evident. Internal parts of detector 
can be made easy accessible. The same is valid for electronics and cables.  
Basically every element now becomes easy replaceable and can be locked in 
place.  
The easy access might be vital for arrangement of gamma-gamma collisions.  
As it was mentioned above the cut angle possible now goes to 
995.0maxmax @º JCosc . Typically, for experiments with polarized particles the 
back-forward difference of secondary particles decay ratio is the subject of 
interest. So larger angle available allowing wider cuts margins. Typical 2c criterion 
defined as [7] 
( )22 YX -@c ,                                                    (3.1) 
where               
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and Js dCosd /  defined for Standard Model and for New one(s).  
This analysis with different cut angles is extremely important for measurements 
with polarized particles.  
So that is why all attempts need to be done for increasing the capturing angle.  
According to [8] mostly promising might be process asymmetry measurements in 
the  
process +-+- ® WWee RL , switching off a channel running through real gamma. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Modular detector’s cross-section. 
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Modular detector’s cross-section is shown in Fig.3.1. There is no magnetic yoke in 
this detector. Focusing arranged with the help of multiplet of quadrupoles, rather 
than a doublet.  One can see that in modular detector under discussion the solid 
angle available for registration is large. This is important for the measurements 
with both polarized colliding bunches. Back-forward asymmetry in registered 
secondary particles is important here as it was mentioned above.  
  
Figure 3.2: 3D view on detector’s frame. 
 
3D view on detector’s frame is shown in Fig.3.2. Sectors filled with muon 
identification system. This concept allows easy modular design.  The length of 
solenoid extended for better performance and reduction of stray fields. At the end 
region solenoid has more tuns, what allows considering this as a solenoid plus 
Helmholtz coils in the same cryostat. One can see that the diameters of the 
focusing lenses are decreasing towards the IP.  
 
 
4. Field inside/outside detector’s solenoid  
 
At the present times the all known designs are dealing with solenoidal field (see 
comment at page 1).  
It is well known that the outside field has strictly zero value for (infinitely) long 
solenoid. Field is homogenous inside the (long) solenoid. Typically field inside real 
solenoid is dropping 15-25% without iron what can be easily compensated by 
adding tuns at the end region of solenoid [3]. This configuration can be called as 
solenoid plus Helmholtz coils type. The field homogeneity is not worsen, than for 
case with iron yoke presence. 
Field outside of solenoid drops rapidly as it was shown in [3]. Basically magnetic 
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J is total current, r is the radius of solenoid. Even at the distance of ~1-2 meters 
the fields naturally drops to ~0.5kG, where local iron shields can be implemented 
easily if necessary. Some local shielding far from the solenoid ends can be 
implemented easily. 
Having the field homogenous in region of wire chambers helps in fast 
reconstruction of the particle’s trajectory. The speed of contemporary processors 
dedicated to this job, allow corrections for the field inhomogeneity to be done in 
real time, however.   
  
This anti-solenoid maight be added here for possible compensation of coupling 
and for preventing of SR radiation in the solenoidal field if crossing angle is used.   
Mostly of elements of the vacuum chamber around detector, as a rule, made on 
nonmagnetic materials, such as StSteel and Copper. NEG pumps can support 
vacuum. IP lenses made with SC wire are nonmagnetic.  
It is true that the energy stored in the stray field becomes higher for the case 
without iron. Making solenoid with extended length helps to avoid this problem.  
Small local anti-solenoid installed closer to IP helps in beam dynamics and is an 
operational part in some working detectors and storage rings.   
One can consider the scheme with more coils.  
Additional Helmholtz type system of room temperature around whole detector can 
eliminate the mostly field around.  
As the yoke is eliminated, there is possible now to consider very high magnetic 
field. Say 70-100 kG field might be considerable in a future, not practically possible 
for detectors with iron yoke.  
Here the compensation of coupling introduced by solenoidal field is not so 
important.  
 
5. Muon identification system  
 
Mostly important components such as vertex detector, wire chamber (or it’s analog 
on functions), calorimeter and some others located at traditional places.  
Shower detector requires some material. Nuclear interaction length for iron ~ 
131.9 g/cm2 or ~16.6 cm. For copper the nuclear interaction length goes to 134.9 
g/cm2 or 15 cm respectively.   
Other than this traditional possibility, however, is the one with toroidal field with 
superconducting coils, similar to what developed by ATLAS team [6].  
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